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Abstract. The Indonesian government began using the term "new normal" in mid-May 2020, which
prompted debate in the community and was reflected on social media. Therefore, the goal of this study was
to use Twitter-based social media text analysis to depict the Indonesian public's impression of new normal
conditions during the COVID-19 epidemic. We performed a text analysis on Twitter using the phrases "new
normal" and “kenormalaan baru” with a time period of 1-31 July 2020 and location restrictions in Indonesia.
The words associated with "new normal" are then described in a word cloud map and sorted in a flipped bar
chart. We also performed a network bi-gram network analysis to identify word correlations in order to
identify sentiments from Twitter text. When compared to other words, the word "covid" has the highest
frequency. Other words linked with health protocols, such as "cuci" (wash), "tangan" (hand), "jaga"
(maintain), and "jarak" (distance), appeared 1,138, 1501, 3.343, and 2.131 times, respectively, according to
unigram analysis. Bigram network analysis reveals discrete clusters of phrases such as "protokol kesehatan"
(health protocol), "wash hands" (cuci tangan), "jaga jarak" (physical distance), and "wear mask" (pakai
masker). The word connections "covid," "pandemi" (pandemic), "lupa" (forget), "maskernya" (the mask),
"lakukan" (do), "social", "distancing", "luar" (outside), "rumah" (home) also conveyed a remark about
standard measures in the new normal period.

1 Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID19) is a respiratory
disease caused by SARS-Cov-2. since it was first
established as a pandemic by the World Health
Organization (WHO) on March 11, 2020 (1), up to July
31, 2021, 198,255,899 confirmed patients have been
recorded, with mortality reaching 4,229,066 in more
than 200 countries (2). Some countries have shown a
declining trend in the number of positive daily cases,
which serve as the basis for easing restriction. In these
countries activities such as trade, schools, offices and
worship have gradually returned to normal, with the
application of strict measurement standards, such as
washing hands always using masks and maintaining
The Indonesian government
physical distance.
began introducing the term new normal in mid-May
2020, when the President of the Republic of Indonesia
on the YouTube account of the executive office
announced that new normal needs to be implemented to
revive the national economy, however this needs to be
accompanied by strict rules in implementing standard
measures to prevent transmission of the virus (3). In
addition, the government socializes new normal through
the New Normal video competition organized by the
Ministry of Home Affairs (4). The various effort to
socialize the new normal were conducted despite no sign
of a decrease in the number of positive cases daily. This
has sparked debate in the community, which was
*

reflected in social media. Indonesia was the fifth
country with the most Twitter users after the United
States, Japan, India, Brazil, United Kingdom, Turkey
and Saudi Arabia (5). With twitter users in Indonesia
reaching more than 11 million. Analysis of
communication on Twitter social media can be used to
describe attitudes, knowledge and perceptions of health
by the Indonesian public especially about the new
normal condition. Recently, some reports showed the
use of Twitter social media for the observation of public
attention in the COVID19 pandemic era, such as new
normal paradigm (6) and children’s exposure to
violence due to the shifting of socioeconomic condition
(7).
The purpose of this study was to describe the
perception of the Indonesian public, especially in the
health sector of the new normal conditions during the
COVID-19 pandemic, using Twitter-based social media
text analysis.

2 Methods
2.1 Data collection
We collect text data from the microblogging site,
Twitter. The keywords used to get texts / tweets from
the Twitter public API in this study were "new normal"
and "new normality" with the limitation of tweets that
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speak Indonesian in the span of 30 days from July 1 to
July 31, 2020. Because Twitter standards public API
only allows retrieval Tweets within a period of 10 days,
then data retrieval was carried out 3 times on 10, 20 and
30 July 2020.

also seems to dominate such as the word "kesehatan"
(health) and mask" (Figure 1).

2.2 Data cleaning
Data provided by the Twitter public API was in the form
of data frames with features such as user identity,
creation time, text content, retweet status, location and
other information. In this study, we only used the tweet
text feature consisting of original text and retweets.
In order for the text analysis can be well performed,
it was necessary to do text processing using the
principles of natural language processing as follows:
change all letters to lowercase, remove punctuation,
emojis, retweet notation (RT) and website links. The
words "new normal" and "new normalcy" which were
search keywords were also removed from the body text.
In addition, words that were not standard or called
"slang" need to be changed to its standard form.
Indonesian words that do not have meaning such as
the conjunctions "and", "or", "but", "will" and other
words called stop words were removed from the text.
Finally, the clean text was separated into individual
words to facilitate analysis.

Fig. 1. Word cloud using keyword “new normal” and
“kenormalan baru” (new normalcy”) from 1st – 31st of July
2020.

This result was more clearly seen in the column
diagram where the word "covid" ranks first with a term
frequency of 15,074 words followed by other health
related terminology that was included in the top 20 terms
such as "kesehatan" (health), "protokol" (protocol) and
"mask" with 11,392, 11,046 and 5,975 terms
respectively (Figure 2). In this unigram analysis, other
words associated with standard measures such as "cuci"
(wash), "tangan" (hand) and "jaga" (maintain), "jarak"
(distance) only appeared 1,138, 1501, 3.343 and 2.131
times,respectively.

2.3 Data Analysis
Descriptive analysis uses text data that was visualized in
the form of Word Cloud, with a certain arrangement in
which the words that appear most often were located in
the middle of the word cloud and were the largest in size.
To quantitatively assess the number of occurrences of
words in the Twitter text, the frequency of the terms was
presented in the form of a bar chart.
Paired words (bigram) provide more comprehensive
information about the context in the analysed text,
therefore bigram analysis was done by making the
Network of paired words or bigram. The node represents
a word by its size representing the number of words and
the thickness of the connecting line represents the
frequency with which word pairs occur.
All text mining, text cleaning, text analysis and
visualization processes were carried out using RStudio
(8).

3 Result
Twitter search using the keywords "new normal" and
"kenormalan baru" in Indonesian language within a
period of 30 days from July 1 to 31 were able to generate
a total of 140,528 unique tweets consisting of original
tweets and retweets. Through the process of tokenisation
the Tweet text was successfully translated into
1,244,531 words. The word "covid" has the greatest
frequency compared to other words as it can be observed
from the wordcloud , some terminology related to health

Fig. 2. Terms frequency diagram
The Bigram Count Network in Figure 3, showed distinct
word pair clusters, which can be assessed from the
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distribution of nodes. Some of these clusters were
isolated from each other such as "protokol kesehatan"
(health protocol), "wash hands" (cuci tangan), "jaga
jarak" (physical distance" and "wear mask" (pakai
masker). The connections of word: "covid,"
"pandemi"(pandemic), "lupa" (forget), "maskernya"(the
mask), "lakukan" (do), "social", "distancing", "luar"
(outside), "rumah" (house) also indicated statement
related to standard measures in the New Normal era.
Nevertheless, a large network of interconnected words,
where no terminology related to health was also
observed. the large network consist of connections
between "kebiasaan" (habits) , "adaptasi" (adaptation),
"istilah" (terminology), "menggantikan" (replace),
"bermasalah" (trouble), "fix" and "parah" (severe).

government stated that with this new order, people were
asked to remain productive by complying with all
protocols to prevent the spread of the Covid-19 virus
(12) .
According to Twitter analysis, the most frequently used
terms juxtaposed with the phrase covid-19 are
"protocol" (protocol) and "health" (health), indicating
that the twitter user community believes that the
adoption of a new normal paradigm is necessary in order
to implement health protocols. Words related to health
protocol observed on twitter analysis were "cuci"
(wash), "tangan" (hand) and "jaga" (maintain), "jarak"
(distance), and "masker" (mask). This finding indicates
that the Indonesian people, as represented by Twitter
users, have complied with the government's
recommendations regarding the implementation of the
new normal concept, which includes diligently washing
hands with soap, maintaining a safe distance, avoiding
crowds, and wearing face masks.
While some people appreciate the new normal
concept, it also raises concerns, as they worried the
possibility of a rise in the number of Covid-19 positive
cases in Indonesia. However, some people have fully
embraced the new normal concept, adapting their daily
routines with health protocol in order to prevent
contracting the virus (13). Indonesians responded
positively to the policy's implementation. The
community's use of masks was favorable in some
regions; for example, 95.8 percent of residents in
Wonosobo region used face masks every time they left
the house (14), and another survey of undergraduate
students in Indonesia revealed that 86.8 percent
followed health protocols (15). Indonesians have good
social distancing behavior as well, indicated by 93
percent of respondents applying social distancing(16) .
Without public trust, it is exceedingly difficult to
persuade people to engage in disease prevention
behaviors. Individuals' views of the danger of illness
will influence their behaviour or activities in order to
comply to one or more prescribed habits (17), (18). The
outcomes of this study suggested that the majority of
Indonesians adhered to the Ministry of Health's and
World Health Organization's health protocols. As
indicated in Figure 1, the majority of Indonesians
understand the phrases "kesehatan" (health) and
"masker" (mask). Additionally, we can extrapolate from
Indonesia's perspective that the new normal concept is
seen favourably. Adopting the "new normal" approach
will necessitate collaboration between the community
and the government in order to avoid adverse impacts
and shorten the duration of the Covid-19 pandemic in
Indonesia.

Fig. 3. The Bigram Count Network

4 Discussion
The word "new normal" was introduced since 1918 from
Henry A. Wise Wood's writing ”Beware" in the bulletin
National Electric Light Association (9). In that article,
the term of the new normal was used to mark the period
after the First World War 1. The corona virus began to
appear in December 2019 in Wuhan China, and has
spread almost throughout the world. During the Covid19 pandemic, the implementation of the new normal was
carried out in several countries in the world, three
countries that started implementing the new normal in
May 2020 includes Vietnam, New Zealand, and
Germany (10).
The new normal concept was introduced through
the Indonesian government website page in May 2020 2
(11). However, the implementation in an orderly and
disciplined manner was only carried out in June 2020.
Implementation in July was carried out by considering
regional readiness and the results of developing
epidemiological research in each related area, where the
government began to loosen the public to be able to
activities with terms and conditions apply. The
definition of "new normal" according to the Indonesian
government is a new order to adapt to covid-19. The

5 Conclusion
The Indonesian government is actively promoting the
term "new normal" in mid-May 2020 in order to keep
people productive in the midst of the COVID-19
coronavirus pandemic by proceeding to practice clean
and healthy living principles and implementing health
protocols such as regularly washing hands with soap,
wearing masks when leaving the house, keeping a safe
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distance, and avoiding crowds. This strategy is
implemented not only in the economic field, but also in
education and religion, in order to control the covid-19
transmissions.
The results of the text analysis on Twitter reveal that
the Indonesian people understand the concept of "new
normal" in accordance with the expectations of the
Indonesian government, as seen by the conversation on
Twitter about "new normal" which has been associated
with the terminology of health protocols. This text
analysis on Twitter can be used to describe the
Indonesian people's opinion on the concept of "new
normal." Nonetheless, further research employing a
direct survey method in the public is required to analyze
the community's knowledge, attitudes, and practices.
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